The Dual Wheel
Adapter 5950

Warranty
The Big Truck Tire Step is warrantied for 1 year against

The 5950 Dual Wheel Adapter must be used when using

manufacturing defects in workmanship or materials under

the Big Truck Tire Step on Dayton and dual wheels.

normal use. Any product which is returned and determined

This adapter provides extra stability by resting against

to be defective in material or workmanship will be repaired

the tire when there is no rim to rest against. The Dual

or replaced.

FROM:

Wheel Adapter is included with the 5800 Super Single
2-Step and the 5300 Super Single 3-Step.

How to Attach the 5950
The Dual Wheel Adapter can be easily attached to

Each step folds up for easy storage when not in

any Big Truck Tire Step by sliding the adapter’s two

use. The 5100 and 5500 Standard Big Truck Tire

attachment posts over the step’s rear stabilizing

Steps fold into a space just over a cubic foot and

posts. Secure the adapter with the included screws

weighs less than 12 pounds.

and nuts.
Note: Super Single Model numbers 5800 and 5300
come pre-drilled for the adapter. If using the dual
wheel adapter with model numbers 5500 or 5100

Address:
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you must: 1) Remove vinyl caps. 2) Slide on adapter
and mark hole placement. 3) Drill holes in the stabilizing posts. 4) Attach Dual Wheel Adapter.
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Adjusting Platform Width

Available Models

(5800 & 5300 Only)
Both super single models feature an adjustable platform
to accommodate various widths of tires. Tire sizes include
The Big Truck Tire Step is the only tire step that allows
you to safely step on the top of the tire. The Big Truck

Big Truck Tire Step
Standard 1-Step

305, 315, 385, 415, 425, 445 (fits 11.5” to 20” tread
width).

Part # 5100

Tire Step is manufactured in the United States by
Unique Truck Equipment, Inc.

•

Tested to 400 pound capacity

•

Spring loaded grips for stability

•

Made of quality 3003 aluminum and steel

Big Truck Tire Step
Standard 2-Step

Placing Step On Tire

Part # 5500

First, unfold the tire step with all steps completely
down. Place the platform over the top of the tire. With

To adjust the platform of the 5800 or 5300, unscrew the 6

both hands, pull up on each of the spring loaded grips

screws and nuts. Once the screws are removed, the plat-

located at the rear bottom of the platform legs. Gently

form can be adjusted in or out. Once the desired width is

slide the step down until the platform rests securely

achieved, replace the screws and secure them with the

on top of the tire.

included nuts.

Big Truck Tire Step
Super Single 2-Step
Part # 5800

Removing Step From Tire
Starting at the back of the tire, use both hands to pull
up on the spring loaded grips located at the rear bottom of the platform legs. Gently pull up. Release the

Big Truck Tire Step

spring loaded grips while the back of the step is partly
up the back of the tire. Continue to pull up from the
front of the step. If not fully removed, continue alternating pulling from the back to front until removed.
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Super Single 3-Step
Part # 5300

